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DECLAN MCKENNA
The next big thing?

Academic talks after unearthing plot to turn Adolf female
to the ground and sending poisonous
cabbages to kill off German livestock.
The Cardiff researcher included
these plans in his book Secret
Weapons Of World War Two, which
was ﬁrst published in 1969. However,
Prof Ford did not expect the Hitler
theory to get so much attention.
‘I’ve no idea in the world why it
caught everybody’s attention, but it
did,’ Prof Ford said. ‘Ever since the
book came out I’ve been asked so
many times about feminising Hitler
and I try to say to that was just one of
the many crazy ideas that was made
but it is the one thing that caught
everybody’s attention and I ﬁnd that
very extraordinary.’
Media attention has reignited
since Prof Ford appeared on the
Netﬂix series White Rabbit Project
in December, which investigates
weird and wonderful events from pop
culture, science and history.
However, despite the media
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British scientists wanted to turn
Hitler into a woman in the Second
World War, according to a Cardiff
University research fellow.
Plans to inject oestrogen into Adolf
Hitler’s food were revealed to Prof
Brian Ford by his good friend, who
also happened to be Sir Winston
Churchill’s top secret scientist,
Reginald Victor Jones.
‘Reginald and I used to spend
great times chatting about the war,’
Prof Ford said. ‘He worked with the
Special Operations Executive which
was set up by Churchill to try and
ﬁnd off-beat ways of getting back at
Hitler. It was a great honour to be told
and every time I came across any of
these things the response was always
incredible surprise.’
Prof Ford told TUP of the many
crazy plots British scientists cooked
up to try to defeat Hitler such as
dropping glue to stick Nazi soldiers
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Animal rights activists take a
stand outside Cardiff campus
A woman in a blood-stained lab
coat was one of many protesters
campaigning against animal
research at Cardiff University.
The activists from the Animal
Justice Project, a non-profit
organisation which aims to stop
experiments on animals, also spoke
to students to raise awareness for
their cause.
Rachel Ward, AJP’s Wales
coordinator, told TUP: ‘Animal
research doesn’t work, it is cruel
and outdated, and there is no place
for it in modern-day society.’
The protest formed part of
AJP’s Campus Without Cruelty
campaign, which is aims to stop UK
universities using animals as part of
their research.
Rachel said: ‘Since the launch,

Animal
research
doesn’t work,
it is cruel and
outdated
Rachel Ward,
Animal Justice
Project
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AJP Wales has been working with
local groups and Cardiff students
with great success. It is a campaign
that is both timely and vital and we
are pleased to say that we have had
many people join with us in calling
for an end to animal experiments, as
well as overwhelming support from
the public.’
A Cardiff University spokesperson
said: ‘All of our research involving
animals is aimed at the alleviation
of human and veterinary disease
through the advancement of
medical, dental, biological and
veterinary understanding.
‘The use of animals in research
remains essential. All animalrelated research work at Cardiff
University is carried out under
the strict conditions imposed by
UK legislation including stringent
ethical scrutiny.’
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It’s a sign: Protestors outside Cardiff

Free our furry friends!
Petition set up to fight
campus ban on pets
@ Amy Denman
A dog lover has set up a petition
to allow animals back on campus.
Claire Astin is campaigning
for the University of Cardiff to
change its policy on allowing dogs
on campus. The mature student
said: ‘It used to be the case in
biosciences, lecturers were allowed
to bring their dogs into uni with
them and they’d stay in their office.
‘I suffer with anxiety and my tutor
and I would have tutorials where
we would walk around and take her
dog out. I found it really comforting

Buds: Claire and pooch Milly

as a dog lover and as somebody
who is quite anxious around people
and being in confined spaces.’
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Last year the university changed
its policy to ban pet animals,
including dogs, from campus.
The Change.org petition, which
has received 340 signatures in one
week, hopes to reverse the ban.
Biology student Claire said:
‘I know other universities have
things such as “bring a dog to
work day”, and Cardiff’s students’
union has their petting zoos
through revision, so I think it’s
really sad that Cardiff – it’s such a
great university and such a great
place – are not a bit more forward
thinking with this really.’
The online petition, which is
asking for dogs to be allowed in
the biosciences department, has

received a lot of positive feedback
from students and lectures in
Cardiff and across the UK.
Petition backer Ellen Slay said:
‘I think bringing dogs back will
increase student satisfaction
as well as wellbeing, student
attendance and overall marks’
A Cardiff University
spokesperson said: ‘The university
is committed to providing a safe
and healthy working environment
for its staff and students.
‘Animals can present particular
risks in the working environment
potentially causing (and
exacerbating) allergies, bites or
scratches, or the production of
waste material, which can have
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its own particular health risks.
Additionally animals can present
a trip hazard to staff, students or
visitors. As such with the exception
of assistance animals (primarily
dogs) and animals engaged for
authorised university purposes, all
other animals including pets are not
permitted on university premises or
grounds.
‘The university is fully committed
to allowing people with disabilities
the use of assistance animals on
university premises and grounds
to facilitate their full participation
and equal access to the university’s
activities.
‘There are no current plans to
review this policy.’

attention, Prof Ford, above,
revealed the plan would not have
worked.
‘You can’t turn somebody from
one gender to another just by
giving them hormones,’ Prof Ford
said.
The Cardiff research fellow
explains oestrogen was a fairly
new discovery around the time of
the war, and the potential effects

Adding hormones to
Hitler’s food would have
made him even more
emotionally unstable,
Prof Brian Ford, Cardiff University

were unknown to scientists.
However, Prof Ford revealed the
plan was flawed.
‘If you had given him doses of
oestrogen they would have had
no affect on his testosterone,’ the
author said. ‘Oestrgen does not
stop testosterone, it adds itself
to it. It would have made him
emotionally even more unstable,
and he might have suffered from
gynecomastia when the breasts
slightly enlarge. You would have
needed to snip his nuts off first.’

